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Publications


Presentations

The following poster will be presented at the American Public Health Association Annual Meeting in November 2014 in New Orleans, LA:


The following abstracts were accepted for presentation at the North American Congress of Clinical Toxicology (NACCT) 2014 Annual Meeting in New Orleans, LA on October 19th and 20th, 2014.


Accomplishments

Beau Abar was awarded a KL2 award through the UR CTSI for 7/2014 – 6/2016 during which he will receive training in healthcare delivery systems and simulation research in order to examine disparities in access to care for depression among older adults.

Jeffrey Bazarian’s TBI Research Team executed a protocol for BrainScope Company, Inc. testing a new EEG device on 53 research volunteers. Due to the tremendous efforts of Vinny Derienzo (EDRA Coordinator), Mark Lawlor (EDRA), and Mike Sergeant (EDRA), the protocol was completed in just over 48 hours. On behalf of the Bazarian TBI Research Team, we thank all of you who were willing to participate to help us achieve our goal.

Paula Fessler received her Master of Science in Business Administration from the Simon School of Business as well as being elected to the national business honor society, Beta Gamma Sigma.

Wendy Gelbard and Lee Marks have both been promoted to Associate Professor of Clinical Emergency Medicine.

Congratulations

Sara and Nathan Franus (Research Administrator) are proud parents of a new baby boy! Jackson Edward Franus was born at 4:11 AM on June 30th weighing in at a healthy 7 pounds, 10 ounces.
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